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 From 2-D to Reali-D 

Spring Valley Elementary 
 
The 3Doodler is a 3D printing pen that allows students to bring 2D 
images to life. Students can create geometric figures, improve 
computational thinking, and participate in a Lego Challenge series to 
enrich their STEM lessons. Instructional videos are available on 
DropBox, Vimeo, and YouTube and differentiated lessons are 
already available for teachers/students to follow. 
 
 
Amount Funded:                 $1,000 
Students Impacted:            All 
Named Grant Sponsor:      Brian Townley, MHS ’88, Author of  
                                               RIPPLeFFECT: Leading from the Core 
Primary Grant Writer:       Erica Serrato, Avery Anzollitto, Ailsha  
                                               Devlin            

Put me in the Game Coach! 
All Elementary & Intermediate Campuses 
 
Karen Spalding, Elementary Math Coordinator for Denton ISD, has 
spent the last three years training elementary specialists in 
becoming more powerful coaches. The instructional coaching model 
she is trained in is the Jim Knight Model (instructionalcoach.org).  
Coaching skills are needed for the specialists to impact the 
classroom instruction. Bringing in Karen Spalding to the district to 
work with math specialists, reading specialists, and meet with 
administrators to discuss the coaching culture on campuses helps to 
improve the classroom instruction.  
 
Amount Funded:                 $950 
Students Impacted:            3489 
Named Grant Sponsor:      First National Bank Your Bank for Life 
Primary Grant Writer:       Carrie Losak, Arash Abnoussi, Kim  
                                               Johnston, Kim Hawkins 

Choices, Choices, Choices-Oh My 
Spring Valley Elementary 
                                                                            
In the past, you could simply pull a few kids to the side and talk to 
them about making smarter choices. Today, we have to find other, 
more creative ways to engage them in valuable lessons on peer 
pressure and making smarter choices. The materials this grant 
provides include involve books, games, DVD’s, and visual displays 
that can engage students in lively discussions about real-life 
situations they could be faced with. These materials are used in 
classroom guidance lessons, small group and individual counseling 
sessions on a continual basis throughout the school year. 
 
Amount Funded:                 $425 
Students Impacted:            530 
Named Grant Sponsor:      American Guaranty Title 
Primary Grant Writer:       Trina DeRosier               

Read me to Independence 
Spring Valley Elementary 
 
This grant provides WIZCOM reading assistive scanning pens to the 
students. These pens scroll over text and then reads it aloud either 
through the built in speakers or through headphones/ear buds. This 
assistive technology allows the student to be independent without 
the teacher reading aloud to them. The students can put on their 
headphones, stay in their classroom, and listen to the pen read their 
questions and answer choices. 
 
 
Amount Funded:                 $970 
Students Impacted:            20 
Primary Grant Writer:       Tammy Humphrey 

Mentor Sentence Texts for Great Writers 
Woodway Elementary 
 
This grant provides the funds to purchase mentor texts for the use 
and implementation of using mentor sentences to teach students 
grammar skills and to learn to write amazing, well written 
sentences. Students read a mentor text each week and are given a 
well written sentence from the book. Each day they do a different 
activity with the sentence. At the end of the week students imitate 
the sentence by writing their own mentor sentence imitating the 
structure of the original mentor sentence. 
 
Amount Funded:                 $910 
Students Impacted:            110 
Primary Grant Writer:       Amber Pearson 

Blogging Literature Circle 
Woodway Elementary 
 
This grant will be used to purchase chapter books for the Blogging 
Literacy Circles. There are 3-6 students in each literary circle, 
depending on reading levels. While reading, students blog about 
their book for others to read and comment on throughout the 
week. Students have questions and task to blog about weekly, on 
their group’s chapter book. This motivates students to read and 
participate. 
 
Amount Funded:            $985 
Students Impacted:       110 
Named Grant Sponsor: WAL-MART Return Center 
Primary Grant Writer:  Blythe Guerra 
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 Write to Read, Read to Write! 

Woodway Elementary 
 
Storyworks is a Scholastic magazine that our class subscribes to. 
Each student received their own copy of each issue. Each magazine 
contains several different kinds of articles and texts that are high 
interesting and engaging. They also have several “Write to Win” 
sections in each issue. Students choose one “Write to Win” contest, 
completes it and sends in their writing! Students are authentically 
writing and publishing to an outside agency.  
 
Amount Funded:            $450 
Students Impacted:       22 
Primary Grant Writer:  Nicole Grygar 

Listen Up! 
Woodway Elementary 
 
When students read while listening to a book, it builds confidence, 
fluency and vocabulary. This grant provides a non-fiction variety of 
listening/reading themes. Listening to audio books models joyful, 
fluent reading for the students and helps the students be more 
engaged. The listening station and books will last for many years to 
come. 
 
 
Amount Funded:           $990 
Students Impacted:      22 
Primary Grant Writer: Kendra Echols 

Girls Rock! STEM for Girls 
Woodway Elementary 
 
This grant creates a “Girls Only” STEM club. This is an opportunity 
for girls to work cooperatively on STEM projects without having to 
compete with the boys. Small groups of 10 are able to engineer and 
create projects using the Little Bits, Makey Makey and Dot and Dash 
robots. Using the Little Bits set, students design and build simple 
circuits that allow them to solve real-world problems. 
 
Amount Funded:             $740 
Students Impacted:        100 
Primary Grant Writer:   Amy Hikel 

BOOKS: Battle of Online Knowledge & Skills 
Woodway Elementary 
 
The students participate in literature circles in which they read 
several novels and discuss the concepts within the text (plot, theme, 
character, analysis, etc.). They analyze the text and communicate 
their analyses with their peers. The students learn to participate in 
meaningful discussions by building on each other’s ideas, discussing 
disagreements and supporting their conclusions and inferences.  
 
 
Amount Funded:            $865 
Students Impacted:        100+ 
Primary Grant Writer:    Laura Rickabaugh 

Mentoring Writers with Mentor Texts 
Woodway Elementary/Woodgate Intermediate 
 
This grant purchases 35 different book titles for the grade level. 
Teachers use the books as a read aloud, at first, and then introduce 
the mentor sentence (or paragraph) to be used through the week. 
The students are not only exposed to great examples of writings, 
but also thirteen titles are used to help teach students to have more 
of a growth mindset in their learning and life, and the other 22 titles 
have a direct connection to 4th grade math, science and reading. 
 
Amount Funded:            $930 
Students Impacted:       100+ 
Primary Grant Writer:  Tina West 

“Millions, Billions and Zillions” creating GREAT 
Mathematicians! 
Woodway Elementary 
 
This grant purchases math mentor texts for the use and 
implementation of specific math TEKS by helping student relate 
math concepts which in turn will help them understand the 
application of the math concept. Students understand the “how” 
and “why” of each math concept taught, which makes them better 
mathematicians and more critical thinkers. 
 
Amount Funded:           $970 
Students Impacted:      110 
Primary Grant Writer: Jill Cartwright 
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 Breakout the Norm/Box with BreakoutEdu Boxes 

Woodway Elementary 
 
Breakout/Escape games are when students or teachers find and 
solve clues and puzzles about a specific content area. The clues lead 
to codes that open locks on boxes or puzzles that lead to the next 
code or puzzle. The breakout activities and lessons provide teachers 
and students an opportunity to use critical thinking skills, creativity, 
and teamwork to learn. It engages the students to want to 
participate and they take ownership of their learning. 
 
Amount Funded:           $780 
Students Impacted:      100+ 
Primary Grant Writer: Dawn Walker 

Get Em’ Up, Get Em’ Moving, Get Em’ Learning! Activity 
Based Learning in the Classroom 
Woodway Elementary 
 
This grant purchases activity based learning equipment that is 
utilized to enhance the academic performance of the students. 
These materials allow students to incorporate movement and 
learning all the while enhancing their socialization skills and increase 
their level of physical fitness. The equipment is utilized in a station 
type set up where the students can enjoy physical learning both 
within the classroom as well as outdoors. 
 
Amount Funded:            $970 
Students Impacted:       25 
Primary Grant Writer:  Jana Wilton 

Hello, Can You Hear Me! 
South Bosque Elementary 
 
The purchase of Coco Phone Retro Handsets blocks background 
noise and lets the student’s voice be heard on video projects, which 
would normally have background noise in it. They can make high 
quality videos and be proud of their final product.   
 
 
Amount Funded:            $915 
Students Impacted:       560 
Primary Grant Writer:  Kaci Powers 

Travelling Toward Texas History-a Trip to the Bosque 
Country Museum 
South Bosque Elementary 
 
This grant provides 4th grade student to take a trip to the Bosque 
County Museum to tour the museum, specifically the Horn Shelter 
Exhibit. It is a Paleoamerican rock shelter that was discovered in 
1954. It contains the most complete Paleoamerican burial site ever 
found in North America. The museum also contains exhibits on 
Native American artifacts, as well as the Norwegian settlers in 
Bosque County. 
 
Amount Funded:             $590 
Students Impacted:        132 
Named Grant Sponsor: Brian & Melissa Bivona 
Primary Grant Writer:   Ovata Bell 

PreK Goes Full STEAM Ahead 
South Bosque Elementary 
 
This grant provides new, engaging and developmentally-appropriate 
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics learning 
opportunities. This project encourages boys and girls to explore 
STEAM-based centers, lessons, and be inspired from male and 
female STEAM-career class visitors. Activity kits includes science 
activities, arts and crafts, imaginative play and more. The lessons 
and extension activities are designed to help kids discover, explore 
and create things in the world around them. 
 
Amount Funded:             $985 
Students Impacted:        20 
Named Grant Sponsor: RBDR, PLLC 
Primary Grant Writer:   Staci Morgan 

Developing Future Innovators 
Castleman Creek Elementary 
 
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) activities are 
used in the classroom. It is used for those early finishers who are 
looking for a challenge. Every student has a chance to experience 
these fun and engaging activities. Some of the activities include: 
Blocks & Blueprints Learning Center; STEM Science Stations; 
Engineer-A-Coaster Activity kit; Stand-Up Magnetic Design Center; 
Design and Build Engineering Centers; Fairy Tales Problem Solving 
STEM kits. 
 
Amount Funded:            $680 
Students Impacted:       22 
Primary Grant Writer:  Kylie O’Donnell 
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 Manners to Go! 

Castleman Creek Elementary 
 
The purpose of this grant is to provide first graders with the 
Manners to Go curriculum. Some of the objectives in this curriculum 
include: why manners matter, eye contact, posture, respect, 
handshakes, introductions, conversation skills and table manners. 
This curriculum lays out lesson plans, dialogue and role play 
situations to teach all of these skills.  
 
Amount Funded:            $395 
Students Impacted:       22 
Primary Grant Writer:  Kate Jones 

Wiggle, Squiggle, Sway 
Castleman Creek Elementary 
 
By purchasing wiggle seats/scoop rockers/seat cushions, students 
have options to successfully complete work that will meet their 
needs. These seats are available when a student feels that sitting in 
a chair or standing at their desk will not help them be as successful 
as a wiggle seat. Having different seating options allows students to 
learn to self-manage their needs (picking the seat that will help 
them be successful), which is an important skill. 
 
Amount Funded:             $550 
Students Impacted:        22 
Named Grant Sponsor:  Baylor Scott & White 
Primary Grant Writer:   Jordyn Pottinger 

River Valley 6th Grade Math Request for Scholastic 
Math Subscription 
River Valley Intermediate 
 
The purpose of this grant is for a Scholastic Math Subscription. 
These magazines have excellent articles with vibrant pictures 
describing real life mathematics. It is a fun, different activity 
throughout the year. Additional materials are added to go along 
with and address specific needs that have been identified for 
students, which would help track their progress.  
 
Amount Funded:            $1000 
Students Impacted:       300 
Primary Grant Writer:  Beka Gross 

Up, Up and Away-TSTC Challenger Learning Center 
River Valley Intermediate 
 
This grant provides GT Students to attend the TSTC Challenger 
Learning Center. The center gives students the chance to become 
astronauts and engineers and solve real-world problems as they 
share the thrill of discovery on mission through the Solar System. 
The students have hands-on exploration and discovery 
opportunities in various disciplines of Science. 
 
Amount Funded:             $1000 
Students Impacted:        59 
Named Grant Sponsor:  The TSTC Foundation 
Primary Grant Writer:   Diane Williams 

COOKing with the TEKS 
River Valley Intermediate 
 
This grant allows the purchase of tile packets and number tiles. The 
packets address the new 6th grade TEKS and will give more materials 
to address the specific TEK. Some are quite challenging for the 
higher-level learner and some help those who are struggling to 
grasp the concepts. This grant provides a different style of practicing 
and incorporating logic and problem solving skills.  
 
Amount Funded:            $630 
Students Impacted:       90 
Primary Grant Writer:  Jean Sury 

Stand and Deliver in 5th Grade Math Class 
River Valley Intermediate 
 
Students are more engaged when they are able to stand up or have 
added movement to their seating. This flexible 21st century 
classroom allows students to stand or have active learning seating 
options. It allows the students to engage with the lesson while 
keeping their bodies active.  
 
Amount Funded:            $990 
Students Impacted:       120 
Primary Grant Writer:  Jennifer Mashek                                 
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 Recharge Studio 

Woodgate Intermediate 
 
The vision is a classroom converted to a tranquil space including 
yoga mats, an essential oil diffuser, foam rollers, lacrosse balls, yoga 
balls, therapy putty, and soft tranquil music. Posting ten minute 
stress relief techniques and leading students through healthy ways 
of coping with the stress of life are conducted. Teachers are also 
allowed to reserve the room for small increments during their lunch, 
conferences or after school.  
 
Amount Funded:           $615 
Students Impacted:      600 
Primary Grant Writer: Brooke Baker 

Challenger Blast is Knowledge that will Last 
Woodgate Intermediate 
 
This grant provides GT students to attend the TSTC Challenger 
Learning Center. The center gives students the chance to become 
astronauts and engineers and solve real-world problems as they 
share the thrill of discovery on mission through the Solar System. 
The students have hands-on exploration and discovery 
opportunities in various disciplines of Science. 
 
Amount Funded:            $615 
Students Impacted:       30+ 
Named Grant Sponsor: Parsons Roofing 
Primary Grant Writer:  Marc Almond 

Fishing for Data 
Midway Middle School 
 
Fishing for Data is a field-based research project designed to 
integrate life science and environmental science. Seventh grade AP 
students use seine nets to collect samples of fish near the shore of 
Lake Waco and analyze the populations and diversity of fish by 
making direct measurements of the water ecosystem. Analysis of 
the data collected is used to infer water quality.  
 
 
Amount Funded:           $695 
Students Impacted:      200 
Primary Grant Writer: Lisha Davis 

MMS Coping Cart 
Midway Middle School 
 
Small fidgets, stress balls and muscle relaxation are tools to help 
students relieve stressors such as family, friendships, school, sports 
and testing. With these tools, we model stress relieving techniques 
and teach students how to manage anxiety, stress and anger. Some 
of the tools used are muscle foam rollers, pressure point massage 
balls, therapy putty, OgoSport Ogo balls, etc. 
 
Amount Funded:           $390 
Students Impacted:      1200 
Primary Grant Writer: Sara Rivera 
 

Creating Great Teachers! 
Midway High School 
 
This grant purchases copies of the book, What Great Teachers Do 
Differently by Todd Whitaker for Ready Set Teach 1st year and 2nd 
year students. Once a month, a topic is focused on for discussion 
questions, journal writing and group activities and apply the 
material to their internship classroom. Using technology, students 
create a 15-30 second video using Adobe Voice, iMovie or other app 
choices to cover the topic of the month.  
 
Amount Funded:             $770 
Students Impacted:        564 
Named Grant Sponsor: Cargill 
Primary Grant Writer:   Annette DeFrees 

As Midway as Raspberry Pi 
Midway High School 
 
Students learn best through hands on learning that is timely and 
relevant. Raspberry Pi provides both in a Computer Science and 
Engineering framework. Incorporating a Raspberry Pi into the 
curriculum reinforces our study of computers and the different 
languages used, along with allowing the expansion into new areas to 
keep content fresh and meaningful. Students work in pairs to 
program different lessons with a Raspberry Pi.  
 
Amount Funded:               $900 
Students Impacted:          125 
Primary Grant Writer:     Susan Jones 
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 Students Make Pictures Come to Life! 

Midway High School 
 
During the “History of Photography” unit, photojournalism students 
learn about inventor, Edward Muybridge’s photographic 
experiments with turning still photos into the world’s first “motion 
pictures”. Using the device, zoopraxiscope, which has been 
miniaturized into hand-held student manipulatives called Crystal 
Animators, students can build this device and HOLD and 
MANIPULATE the magic of animation in their hands! 
 
Amount Funded:            $475 
Students Impacted:       90 
Primary Grant Writer:  Jamie Beavers 

Electrifying Art in the Physics Classroom 
Midway High School 
 
The grant is utilized by purchasing circuit scribe products. The circuit 
scribe program provides workbooks, conductive ink pens and 
modules that are used to create electrical circuits on printer paper 
in the classroom. It provides the opportunity to be more flexible and 
creative when creating electrical systems within the classroom. The 
students spend more quality time working through constructing 
circuits and applying concepts because of the simplicity of the 
system and the elimination of wires.  
 
Amount Funded:             $1000 
Students Impacted:        150+ 
Primary Grant Writer:   Shelbi Hubnik 

Flying High 
Midway High School 
 
This grant allows the purchase of a drone that opens up a whole 
new field of video to the Audio-Video Production students. The 
students use the drone throughout the year for athletics videos, 
BPA competition videos, and advertisements for the morning 
announcements as well as ads for our video board sponsors. Adding 
the drone to this class improves the image of our athletics and 
academics program by showcasing them in a more professional and 
appealing way. Videos made with the drone will be submitted in 
contests and competitions that will directly show results and 
success.  
 
Amount Funded:            $1000 
Students Impacted:       115 
Name Grant Sponsor:   Michelle & Robert Johnson/WACOAN 
Primary Grant Writer:  Tanya Lacy 

 

 


